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Front-page News

Some events of the day

Cristiano De Andrè: songs between sky and earth

For the concert of Cristiano De Andrè taking place at the
Cinema of Canazei, free tickets have to be booked (until
sell out) by calling 0462 609600 from 9.30 am. The
tickets can be collected at the cinema box-office from
6.00 pm.

It is among the most awaited performances of
“Sounds of the Dolomites” 2014: the concert of
Cristiano De Andrè will take place today, at 9.00
pm at the Cinema of Canazei (due to bad
weather conditions not at 2.00 pm at Malga
Canvere as scheduled). The concert of the
renowned Ligurian singer is entitled “Songs of
sky, songs of war” and the piece “Invisible" got
both the “Mia Martini” critic award and the
“Sergio Bardotti” best text award at Sanremo
Music Festival. De Andrè presents also “The sky
is empty” performed for the first time on
Sanremo’s stage and commonly appreciated.
The concert of De Andrè belongs to the three
music shows of the so called “Week of Music”,
from 6 to 13 July in Val di Fassa, dedicated to
sounds and mountains’ lovers.

Musical notes as stars
Canazei
9.00 p.m. – Strèda de Pareda. Once again, one of
the most successful events during summer in Val di
Fassa, when the town-centre changes to a big
scene, where the tracks played by the music bands
and the DJ interchange with folk groups
performances and typical food tastings.

Firemen in action
Vigo di Fassa
9.00 p.m. – Cable car park. The local firemen show
several kinds of intervention, also with their means.

Dancing by "La Gran Ciasa"
Soraga
8.30 p.m. – Multi-functional centre. The building,
opened last June, becomes a dance hall to make
everybody go wild with ballroom and baby dance.

Historical paths

Passepartout

In Val San Nicolò along "Strada
di Rusci"

"While I was
expecting"...Francesca Senette

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

This captivating itinerary starts from Pozza: to
set off for Val San Nicolò, leave the car at the car
park Saùch and ascend along the narrow wood
that hides, on the left, the picturesque path
“Strada de Rusci”, so called because it was built
by the Russian prisoners during the first World
War. Follow the path, which alternates flat
segments to moderate ascents, until you come
across path n. 641 to “Lach de Lauscel”
(Lagusel Lake). Turn left and cross the stream
“Ruf de Sèn Nicolò” walking on the comfortable
gangway above it and enter the wood. The path
continues descending to an alluvial stony ground
and then crossing the bed of the stream “Giaf”.
Make your way now to the dirt road of the last
stretch of Val San Nicolò. Going down to Baita
Ciampié (1.826 m) you will reach the paved
street to Saùch car park (2,15 h).

All pregnancies are different. Every mother has
heard this sentence almost once, but as long as
you don’t live it you will have some difficulties in
understanding what it means. This is only one of
the reasons why the famous journalist and
anchorwoman Francesca Senette has written
"Cose che non mi aspettavo (quando stavo
aspettando)" (Things I didn’t expect - while I was
expecting). The book, a heap of "Truth, nothing
more than the Truth" about pregnancy (of the
second child) will be presented, tomorrow at
9.00 p.m. in the Town Council meeting room in
Canazei, by the author, interviewed by the
journalist Elisa Salvi. During a dialogue open to
interventions and curiosities of the public (men,
also present inside the book, are warmly
invited), Senette talks about several aspects of
these nine amazing months of a woman’s life.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
In the very first years of the 20th century, the more promising boys from the valleys, including Val di
Fassa, were beneficiaries of a monthly subvention of 16 florins, granted by the "Deutschen
Schulverein" (ancient cultural organisations) of several Austrian cities. This way, the Austrian
government gathered many young people to introduce to the teaching disciplines, to create a
teaching group faithful to the Empire. The idea was to limit the diffusion of the increasing irredentist
thoughts, especially in outlying areas like Val di Fassa, by transmitting the imperial principles at
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

11/07/2014 (8.00 a.m.)
Iron paths with the mountain guides.
Booking at Sport Check Point (activity
against payment).
Pozza di Fassa

11/07/2014 (8.30 a.m.)
Around the mountain dairies: Bocche
and its grazing (excursion against
payment).
Moena
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